1. INTRODUCTION {#sec1}
===============

Lung cancer has a leading mortality rate with regard to examining cancer on a global scale \[[@r1]\]. It is responsible for one out of every five deaths related to cancer and has an overall ratio of mortality to incidence of 0.87 \[[@r2]\]. This ratio not only encompasses lung cancer's association to death but also its high reoccurrence \[[@r3]\] and metastatic potential \[[@r4]\]. The most representative and well-studied type of lung cancer is Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC), which accounts for 85% of cases, followed by Small Cell Lung Cancer (SCLC) for the remaining 15% of cases. For NSCLC, the three subtypes can be differentiated by: glandular location and production of significant amounts of mucus for adenocarcinoma (ADC); squamous cell location and keratin formation for Squamous Cell Carcinoma (SQC); and the presence of giant multinuclear cells for large cell carcinoma \[[@r5]\].

An estimated 98% of the genome is comprised of non-coding RNA, and what is called the "dark matter" of the genome is being slowly but surely understood \[[@r6]\]. Non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) comprise a group of RNA molecules that are not translated into proteins. Non-coding RNAs are involved in diverse lung cancer cellular processes, some being of major functional importance and others having regulatory functions or pathological implications \[[@r7], [@r8]\]. [Fig. (**[1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**)](#F1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the methodology developed for the application of non-coding RNAs towards therapy. The process starts with determining what kind of patient sample can be used to isolate the particular non-coding RNA. Next using the current techniques, like qRT-PCR, high-thorough sequencing \[[@r9]\] or microarray \[[@r10], [@r11]\], the sample is analyzed to obtain quantifiable molecular profiles. These profiles are compared and patterns emerge that allow for the creation of biomarkers. These biomarkers can give insight into patient diagnosis or prognosis, as well as can be targeted for therapy.

Non-coding RNAs can be classified based on their function \[[@r11]\]. One class consists of housekeeping ncRNAs that are constantly expressed and perform genetic functions within the cell like telomerase RNA, transfer RNA, ribosomal RNA or small nuclear RNA (snoRNA) \[[@r12], [@r13]\]. However, the major group consists of regulatory ncRNAs that are only occasionally expressed like microRNA (miRNA), small interfering RNA (siRNA), small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA), piwi-interacting RNA (piRNA), long non-coding RNA (lncRNA), circular RNAs, extracellular RNAs (exRNA) and ultra-conserved regions \[[@r14]-[@r16]\].

Non-coding RNAs with regulatory functions are involved in physiological processes and have also been associated with a large number of diseases \[[@r13], [@r17]\]. These RNAs are of great clinical interest due to their expression profiles that correlate with the development and progression of different pathologies \[[@r10], [@r18]-[@r20]\]. This gives ncRNAs a great potential to be utilized as novel biomarkers for the diagnosis and prognosis of disease as well as therapeutic targets \[[@r21]\]. Moreover, they have been associated with numerous types of cancers, including lung cancer, where they can act either as oncogenes or tumor suppressors \[[@r15]\].

MiRNAs are small, 19-25 nucleotide long ncRNA, involved in gene regulation \[[@r11], [@r12]\]. They have also been used as targets for anticancer drug therapy \[[@r22]\] where oligonucleotide-based strategies were developed to either restore miRNA levels or block miRNA function \[[@r23]\]. These specific ncRNAs have proven to be suitable biomarkers for the diagnosis and prognosis of disease \[[@r24]-[@r26]\].

Another less known, large ncRNA subclass that plays a role in gene regulation is lncRNAs; called long non-coding RNAs because they are 200-base pairs long. Although their mode of action remains unclear, aberrant expression of the genes for these RNAs has been found to lead to the development of many diseases including lung cancer \[[@r27], [@r28]\]. In human lung cancer, researchers have identified one particular lncRNA, called metastasis-associated lung adenocarcinoma transcript 1 (MALAT1), which is conserved amongst all mammals. MALAT1 is highly expressed in the nucleus and has been shown to influence alternative splicing through its inverse relation with dephosphorylation of serine/arginine splicing factors in the cervical cancer cell line HeLa \[[@r29]\]. In lung cancer, MALAT1 is overexpressed and has a strong influence on metastasis. Furthermore, MALAT1 was found to be a strong regulator of NSCLC migration and invasion. This high MALAT1 expression in NSCLC indicates poor prognosis in patients suffering from this cancer, making it an important biomarker as well as a possible target for therapy \[[@r30]\].

Additional groups of ncRNAs called small nucleolar RNAs and piwi protein associated RNAs, have also been specifically identified in lung cancer. Firstly, small nucleolar RNAs or snoRNAs are a part of complexes responsible for sequence specific methylation and pseudouridylation of ribosomal RNAs \[[@r10], [@r31]\]. Secondly, "PIWI protein associated RNAs" or piRNAs have been associated with cancer related expression in somatic tissue, whereas normally these small ncRNAs are involved in transposon suppression in animal gonads \[[@r32]\]. Comparatively, in a recent study done on NSCLC investigating PIWI family expression during human lung embryogenesis, researchers had some interesting findings. Firstly, using 5-Aza-dC and bisulfate sequencing, the researchers observed that PIWIL1 expression was regulated by methylation. Secondly, the *in silico* study performed revealed a significant association between PIWIL1 expression and stem cell expression. Lastly, the multivariate analysis determined PIWIL1 expression as an independent prognostic factor indicating shorter relapse time and lower survival \[[@r33]\].

This review focuses on the non-coding RNAs found in lung cancer that have therapeutic applications and those that can serve as efficient biomarkers for the diagnosis and prognosis of this disease.

2. IMPORTANCE OF MICRO-RNA FOR LUNG CANCER {#sec2}
==========================================

Table **[1](#T1){ref-type="table"}** summarizes all the findings on miRNAs mentioned in this chapter that serve as potential biomarkers for diagnosis and prognosis.

2.1. miRNAs Definition and its Biogenesis {#sec2.1}
-----------------------------------------

MicroRNAs are almost completely complementary with sequences of mRNA, giving them many, even thousands, of targets \[[@r34]\]. They act by binding to the target mRNAs, thereby, blocking translation at the ribosomal level. In addition, miRNAs can also regulate mRNA translation by promoting transcript degradation \[[@r35]\]. Their abilities can be explained from the fact that miRNAs precursors are commonly found in clusters throughout genome, specifically the intergenic regions and introns of protein-coding genes \[[@r36], [@r37]\]. These pre-miRNAs are then transcribed by RNA polymerase II or III. The intergenic miRNAs can be transcribed by either pol II or III while coding-intronic miRNAs are transcribed by pol II \[[@r37]\]. In addition, pol III was found to specifically synthesize small non-protein coding RNAs that are linked to regulating cell cycle and growth. While investigating a C19MC miRNAs cluster on human chromosome 19, pol III was found to specify transcription to microRNA that contained interspersed Alu repeats \[[@r38], [@r39]\]. Furthermore, a recent study by Gu *et al.* (2010) confirmed this specificity, identifying 68 miRNAs that were found to be transcribed by pol III in an Alu-dependent manner \[[@r40]\].

Subsequently, these primary miRNAs transcripts are further processed into the \~70 nucleotides long pre-miRNAs by microprocessor complex, comprised of RNase III endonuclease Drosha and the double-stranded RNA binding protein DiGeorge syndrome critical region gene 8 (DGCR8). This Drosha- DGCR8 microprocessor was recently described as self-regulating; the protein-protein interaction causes DGCR8 to stabilize Drosha as well as its protein levels while Drosha when a part of the microprocessor complex negatively regulates DGCR8 mRNA post-transcriptionally \[[@r41]\]. The nuclear cleavage of these pre-miRNAs by the microprocessor protein complex begins the maturation process. The most current model of microRNA processing suggests that DGCR8 recognizes the ssRNA-dsRNA junction followed by directing Drosha to the specific cleavage site where it cuts to make the pre-miRNAs (miRNAs hairpin precursor) \[[@r42]-[@r45]\].

It is important to note that for coding-intronic miRNAs, a different process occurs after transcription from pol II as a part of the pre-mRNA. It was initially reported that introns were excised out of the pre-mRNA followed by debranching by spiceosomal components. Recent studies propose a nuclear pathway hypothesis for those small excised debranched introns containing miRNAs. These introns, called mirtrons, were discovered in both invertebrates and mammals. In invertebrates, the mirtrons do not undergo microprocessor cleavage and enter maturation during the nuclear export to the cytoplasm for further processing \[[@r46]-[@r51]\]. Despite having been identified, it is unclear whether mammalian mirtrons undergo the same functional maturation pathway. An alternate miRNAs excision hypothesis states that there are pre-existing marked splice sites on the pre-mRNA that the microprocessor excises to liberate the pre-miRNAs while splicing continues normally to produce mature mRNA \[[@r46], [@r51], [@r52]\].

This \~70 nucleotide pre-miRNAs and possible mintron are then exported from the nucleus into the cytoplasm by the nucleocytoplasmic transport factor Exportin-5 and RanGTP. This transport protein has a dual function of preventing nuclear degradation as well as facilitating translocation to the cytoplasm \[[@r53]-[@r57]\].

In the cytoplasm, the pre-miRNAs are cut into a nucleotide duplex that is around 20 nucleotides long by the ribonucleoprotein complex that consists of Dicer and TRBP.

This cleavage pre-miRNAs process has been proposed to occur in either a single or double cleavage. The recent model of the single cleavage pre-miRNAs processing states that upon Ago2 binding to pre-miRNAs, the cleavage of the passenger strand occurs on the precursor hairpin 10 nucleotides upstream of the guide strand 5'end which facilitates unwinding. The remaining nucleotides undergo polyuridylation and nuclease-mediated trimming to generate mature miRNAs \[[@r58]\]. The double cleavage pre-miRNAs process proposed by Diedrichs and Haber (2007) states that Dicer, TRBP and Ago2 form a protein complex that recognizes and binds the pre-miRNAs through the PAZ domain of Dicer and Ago2 \[[@r59]\]. All these proteins have been shown to interact, however, as of yet there is no evidence demonstrating that all these proteins act as a complex.

These duplex stranded miRNAs then become a part of the RISC complex. In this complex, the RNA duplex is unwound and one of the strands becomes the mature miRNAs that guide the complex to the 3' UTR of target mRNA, directing the silencing of the target mRNA \[[@r43], [@r60], [@r61]\]. The core components of the RISC complex are Dicer, Ago2, PACT and TRBP. It is important to note that of all the Argonaute proteins which can associate with miRNAs functioning to silence genes, only Ago2 has the "slicer" activity capable of cleaving mRNA \[[@r62]\]. Recent studies suggest that the unwinding associated with RISC activation in human miRNAs pathway is caused by RNA Helicase A \[[@r63]\]. This entire process is illustrated in detail in [Fig. (**[2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**)](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

As shown in [Fig. (**[3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**)](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, these RNAs are of considerable interest because they have been identified as regulatory elements involved in the hallmarks of cancer, majority of which have been demonstrated in lung cancer.

2.2. miRNAs as Biomarkers for Prognosis and Diagnosis {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------------------------

At the center of the essential functions for the development of lung cancer is a miRNAs cluster known as miR-17-92; its location is at 13q31.3 in the C13orf25 gene within intron 3. The miR-17/92 cluster is overexpressed, particularly, in the SCLC subtype \[[@r64]\]. It was demonstrated that *MYC* oncogenes regulate this miRNAs cluster facilitating its oncogenic activity \[[@r65]\]. MYC and E2F1 positively regulate each other, thus, when MYC induces miR-17-92 expression, it negatively regulates E2F1; E2F1 expression levels regulate the entry into S-phase and its overexpression results in apoptosis induction. In addition, both MYC and E2F families transactivate miR-17-92 resulting in the suppression of E2F family expression by exerting a negative feedback loop \[[@r66]\].

In another study, three specific miRNAs from patient serum samples were useful in early detection of lung cancer; miR-125a-5p, miR-25, and miR-126 were found to be downregulated in serum from cancer patients *versus* controls \[[@r67]\].

This group of miRNAs had high sensitivity and specificity (0.936 AUC value with 87.5% sensitivity and 87.5% specificity) \[[@r67]\]. Firstly, miR-125a-5p was found to be involved in invasion and migration processes \[[@r68]\]. Secondly, miR-25 was reported to be involved in proliferation that correlated to high expression in NSCLC tissue samples \[[@r69]\]. Lastly, miR-126 regulates invasion and migration \[[@r70]\] as well as angiogenesis \[[@r71]\].

Zheng *et al.* identified three miRNAs, miR-155, miR-197, and miR-182, in patients' plasma that showed high specificity in detecting lung cancer in its early stage \[[@r72]\]. Each of the miRNAs were found to regulate one hallmark of cancer: miR-155 and miR-182 were involved in proliferation \[[@r73], [@r74]\], and miR-197 in apoptosis \[[@r75]\]. A recent study has demonstrated how miR-155 induces drug resistance to multiple chemotherapeutic agents in lung cancer patients. Specifically, miR-155 and *TP53* are linked in a negative feedback loop that leads to high expression of miR-155 and low *TP53* expression. This association significantly correlated to shorter survival in lung cancer \[[@r76]\].

MiR-31 is an important miRNA receiving attention in the research of lung cancer pathology. MiR-31 can serve as a biomarker for the diagnosis of lung cancer from peripheral blood samples and its high expression is associated with poorer survival in lung cancer patients \[[@r77]\]. Additionally, miR-31 is notably overexpressed in adenocarcinoma lung patients who have lymph node metastasis, thereby, making this miRNA a good prognostic factor for poor survival in ADC lung patients \[[@r78]\]. A target for miR-31 is *BAP1* which is a tumor suppressor gene involved in the proliferation of lung cancer \[[@r79]\].

Distinguishing primary lung tumors from metastatic ones is a challenging aspect of diagnosis. MiRNAs could prove to be reliable biomarkers for this purpose. Barshack *et al.* conducted a study on 79 FFPE primary and metastatic lung tumor tissues. The microarray data indicated that miR-182 was specifically over-expressed in primary lung tumor tissues while miR-126 was more over-expressed in metastatic tumors \[[@r80]\]. This overexpression of miR-126 in metastatic tumors comes as a surprise. From the research conducted at this point, it is clear that miR-126 plays a tumor suppressor role in proliferation, metastasis and tumor growth. A majority of the research indicate that because of its tumor suppressive effects miR-126 is often downregulated in breast, gastric, colon and lung cancers \[[@r81]-[@r84]\]. Conversely, miR-126 is also a key positive regulator of angiogenic growth factors like VEGF-A thereby promoting angiogenesis. This is done by repressing the negative regulators of signal transduction pathways \[[@r85], [@r86]\]. Therefore, these contradictory results indicate that miR-126 has several functions and is highly tissue specific. These discrepancies could also be due to the fact that the researchers did not distinguish between miR-126 and its complementary analog miR-126\* \[[@r81]\]. In conclusion, miR-126 needs to be further investigated with a higher degree of specificity.

A study on NSCLC tissue samples identified miR-126 and miR-133b expression levels as potential biomarkers for this malignancy. Low levels of these RNAs have been correlated to tumor progression, metastasis and shorter overall survival in NSCLC patients \[[@r87], [@r88]\]. In addition, NSCLC tumorigenesis was linked to miR-128 because of its modulation of angiogenesis by directly targeting VEGF-C. It comes as no surprise that miR-128 is significantly downregulated in the NSCLC \[[@r89]\].

The miR-29 family (miR-29a, miR-29b and miR-29c) is downregulated in the NSCLC. The proposed mechanism of action for this family is the suppression of the WNT signaling pathway through the demethylation of WIF-1; miR-29s positively regulate WIF-1 expression by inhibiting the methylation of its promoter \[[@r90]\].

Many reports of deregulated miRNAs in lung cancer concern the let-7 family \[[@r91]-[@r93]\]. The Let-7 miRNAs family is downregulated in lung cancer causing its tumor suppressor function to be lost, which is important because of their regulation of RAS \[[@r94]\]. Therefore, concerning early stage detection, miRNAs expression levels dependent on let-7 can have significant positive clinical implications. For example, Wozniak *et al.* identified a group of 24 miRNAs, which included let-7, in samples from plasma for the efficient detection of stage I - III NSCLC. This group had a high AUC of 0.92 after screening a number of 742 miRNAs in 100 patients compared to 100 controls. In conclusion, the panel described in the study could serve as an efficient tool for the detection of both types of NSCLC \[[@r95]\].

The miRNAs profile in the serum of healthy *versus* cancer patients is distinguishably different, as demonstrated by Chen *et al.* in 2008 investigating the characterization of miRNAs as biomarkers. Interestingly, they found 28 miRNAs that were missing and discovered 63 new miRNAs expressed in lung cancer patients when compared to the control serum miRNAs expression profile. Two miRNAs in particular, miR-25 and miR223, were further studied for their use as biomarkers for NSCLC using Solexa sequencing and qRT-PCR techniques. The study also implemented an independent trial consisting of 152 lung cancer patients and 75 controls, which concluded miR-25 and miR-223, significantly overexpressed in the serum of lung cancer patients \[[@r96]\]. Incidentally, the study also found no difference in the serum expression levels of let-7a between lung cancer sera and normal sera \[[@r72]\]. With regard to serum biomarkers, a phase I/II biomarker study was implemented by Hennessey *et al.* (2010), identifying miR-15b and miR-27b as sensitive and effective biomarkers for early detection of NSCLC \[[@r97]\].

Additionally, another diagnostic and prognostic biomarker is miR-210, which was shown to be highly expressed in the late stages of lung cancer. One study conducted using ADC tissue samples and A549 cell line, examined the relationship between miR-210 and hypoxia. It was found that miR-210 was overexpressed in late stage NSCLC and it targeted SDHD, subunit D of succinate dehydrogenase complex (SDH). Furthermore, miR-210-mediated targeting of SDHD activated hypoxia-induced factor 1 (Hif-1). Previous studies have linked the loss-of-function of SDH to HIF-1 activation. Thus, the miR-210-mediated targeting of SDHD and subsequent HIF-1 activation can act as an intracellular 02 sensor. This means that this molecular mechanism may have a regulatory role in the phenomena causing increased glycolysis in tumors, known as the 'Warburg effect' \[[@r98]\].

Some miRNAs have been studied for their predictive role in brain metastasis in patients who underwent complete tumor resection for Stage III NSCLC. Specifically, the levels of miR-328 and miR-378 could be used to predict brain metastasis in patients with NSCLC. The mechanism of miR-328 involves the regulation of PRKCA \[[@r99]\], while the molecular mechanism of miR-378 is still unknown. However, investigations of miR-378 function on the primary glioblastoma cell line U87 revealed that it targets the tumor suppressors, SuFu and Fus-1 \[[@r100]\].

Table **[2](#T2){ref-type="table"}** describes the differential diagnosis of the NSCLC subtypes based on their specific biomarkers. From all the miRNAs mentioned, two miRNAs extracted from plasma samples that can potentially differentiate between the two NSCLC subtypes are miR-944 for operable SQC and miR-3662 for operable ADC \[[@r101]\].

Generally speaking, it was found that the molecular marker genes that are altered in SCLC are associated with neuronal differentiation and growth such as human achaete-scute homolog 1 (ASCL1) or glycine receptor alpha1 subunit gene (GLRA1) \[[@r102], [@r103]\]. On the other hand, molecular marker genes in NSCLC were characterized by deregulated Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) or tumor-suppressor p53 \[[@r104], [@r105]\]. Similar specific miRNAs expressions were observed when comparing the various lung cancer subtypes. For example, differential miRNAs expression in peripheral mononucleated cells, involved in the first line of defense in cancer, could serve as a diagnostic tool for NSCLC, especially for its subtype, SQC. The panel of identified miRNAs is different from panels distinguished in other studies using tissue samples. It suggests that the miRNAs expression in PBMCs is not influenced by circulating tumor cells. The four miRNAs, miR-576-3p, miR-19b-3p, miR-29b-3p, and miR-29a-3p showed significantly different expression levels when compared to non-tumor samples. Furthermore, the expression levels of two of these miRNAs, miRs-19b-3p and 29b-3p, could serve as combined biomarkers for distinguishing between SQC and ADC \[[@r106]\]. In another study done by Yanaihara *et al.* in 2006, the researchers identified 43 miRNAs statistically different when comparing the phenotypic and histologic expression levels between NSCLC tumor and corresponding non-tumor tissue in 104 samples. Out of all of these miRNAs, six were found to be expressed differently between SQC and ADC: miR-205, miR-99b, miR-102, pre-miR-204, miR-203 and miR-202 \[[@r107]\].

By performing microarray and RT-PCR analyses, Solomides *et al.* (2012) studied miRNAs expression in archival formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissues of NSCLC and normal lung tissues. Genome wide scans achieved by the microarray, revealed 34 differentially expressed miRNAs. Of these miRNAs, 5 distinctly identified miRNAs exhibited difference in normal tissue and NSCLC (either SQC or ADC), as well as SQC from ADC. In both tumor types when compared to normal tissue, miR-21 had significantly increased expression, while miR-451 and miR-486-5p expression levels were reduced \[[@r108]\]. SQC can be further differentiated from normal tissue and ADC by its increased miR-205 expression and decreased miR-26b expression \[[@r108]\]. A majority of the studies that have been done using microarray and RT-PCR have concluded that the overexpressed miR-205 is an accurate marker with high specificity for SQC \[[@r109]\]. Moreover, the altered expression of five miRNAs expression profiles (miR-25, miR-34c-5p, miR-191, let-7e and miR-34a) not only differentiated ADC from SQC but also strongly predicted survival for SQC \[[@r110]\]. Lastly, the overexpression of miR-21 has emerged to be a common characteristic of several types of cancers because of its involvement in the following mechanisms: proliferation, apoptosis, migration and invasion \[[@r111]\]. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that miR-21 is a prognostic factor in NSCLC linked to poor overall survival \[[@r60]\].

An alternative strategy for the diagnosis of NSCLC using multiple biomarkers is combining miRNAs expression in a panel together with other types of noncoding RNAs, like lncRNAs. A recent study identified a panel of four ncRNAs that were differentially expressed in NSCLC compared to healthy serum samples. The three miRNAs are miR-485-5p, miR-574-5p and miR-1254, while lncRNA was MALAT1 \[[@r112]\]. MALAT1 is a particularly important lncRNA due to its function as a strong regulator of gene expression and splicing governing lung cancer metastasis \[[@r113]\]. This notion of combined biomarker signatures for better diagnosis was also emphasized in another study done by Zhu *et al.* Four new serum miRNAs were identified for early NSCLC diagnosis as well as further distinguishing current smokers from this cohort were miR-182, miR-183, miR-210 and miR-126 \[[@r114]\].

Functions of miR-30a in the development of lung cancer are also not clear, emphasizing the need for more research to understand its role. Conversely, miR-30a does have a diagnostic value and some studies have conducted examination on plasma samples from patients with NSCLC. It was shown to have a high level of expression in NSCLC compared to healthy or benign samples. However, miR-30a does not have significant differences between various NSCLC pathological features \[[@r115]\]. Up till now, MiR-30a has been found to be down-regulated in ADC cell lines and its overexpression was reported to inhibit cell migration and invasion by down-regulating EYA2 \[[@r116]\].

It has become apparent that there are a lot of variations in the expression of miRNAs for lung cancer samples extracted from tissue, plasma and serum; especially the expression levels detected between tissue and blood samples. However, two bioinformatics studies independently performed meta-analysis on miRNAs expression in lung cancer from all sample types did find some consensus; miR-21 and miR-210 are the most consistently expressed miRNAs in lung cancer. Therefore, these miRNAs represent a high potential for effective early diagnosis of lung cancer especially as circulating blood signatures \[[@r117], [@r118]\].

2.3. Minimally Invasive Sputum Biomarkers {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------------------

Detection of accurate biomarkers in the most minimally invasive way is a highly sought goal. Sputum miRNAs expression profiles provide this minimally invasive approach, making them the most suitable representative liquid biopsy for diagnosis. In 2010, Yu *et al.* identified a group of 4 miRNAs from sputum samples from patients with high sensitivity (80.6) and specificity (91.7) for differentiating between ADC and normal samples. miR-21, miR-486, miR-375 and miR-200b expression levels could form a biomarker group that facilitates improved early detection of ADC \[[@r119]\]. Moreover, Roa and colleagues similarly used sputum samples and performed a cluster analysis that identified a panel of 5 miRNAs (miR-21, miR-372, MiR-155, miR-143, miR-210) with 83.3% sensitivity and 100% specificity to NSCLC. This sputum miRNAs panel could be used as another biomarker group for the early detection of NSCLC \[[@r120]\].

3. PiWI-interacting rna {#sec3}
=======================

Piwi-interacting RNAs or piRNAs are associated with Piwi proteins that are germline specific Argonaute proteins. Together they form piRNA-induced silencing complexes that function to repress transposons \[[@r121]\]. Moreover, they have been found to function beyond both transposon silencing and the germline. Increasing evidence shows that they are always expressed in somatic tissue and that they have new functions in diseases such as cancer. Although their role has yet to be fully understood, the aberrant expressions of piRNA and piRNA pathway components have been linked with cancer development \[[@r122]\]. They could be involved in tumorigenesis through transcriptional level gene silencing by epigenetic mechanisms and the post-transcriptional level gene silencing could be analogous to the miRNAs silencing mechanism \[[@r123]\]. The piRNA expression patterns are specific to malignancies and their clinical groups, such that the subgroup specific piRNA expression profiles from tumors of the same organ correlate to clinical features of each tumor type \[[@r122]\]. This does give piRNAs some prognostic or diagnostic value as a biomarker. However, some piRNAs are consistently expressed in all tissue types, suggesting that in somatic cells there could be a conserved general function \[[@r124]\].

The identification by Mei *et al.* of more than 550 piRNAs or piRNA-Ls in Human lung Bronchial Epithelium (HBE) and NSCLC cell lines provides evidence of the role these molecules play beyond the regulation of transposons. In this study, the expression patterns for piRNAs/piRNA-Ls were found to be different between HBE and lung cancer cells, as well as between ADCs and SQCs. This suggests piRNAs or piRNA-Ls could be used as biomarkers or therapeutic targets. Furthermore, piR-L-163, the top downregulated piRNA in lung cancer cells, was found to play an important regulatory role in the activation of ERM by phosphorylating ERM (p-ERM) \[[@r125]\].

Liang and fellow researchers conducted a study where the silencing of a Piwi human homologue, Hiwi, led to the inhibition of tumor growth xenografts murine model. The xenografts tumor model was created by subcutaneous inoculation with a rare population of lung cancer SSCloAldebr stem cells. This is relevant to the stem cell theory of cancer because Hiwi provides a link between cancer and stem cells. Hiwi is overexpressed in a number of human tumors and is involved in stem cell renewal \[[@r126]\].

The Piwi-piRNA pathway in tumorigenesis is poorly understood but more evidence for the function of Piwi proteins in cancer is being discovered. In a recent study, one out of four PIWI protein homologs (PIWIL1, PIWIL2, PIWIL3 and PIWIL4) was investigated to determine how the PIWI protein interaction with piRNA facilitates tumorigenesis. Firstly, PIWIL2 was found to be significantly expressed in malignant NSCLC tissue compared with non-tumor tissue. Furthermore, the high levels of PIWIL2 were associated with lower overall survival in NSCLC, suggestive of this molecule's value as a prognostic biomarker. In the end, Qu and colleagues established the mechanism of action of PIWIL2 in the progression of NSCLC cells by its ability to regulate CDK2 and Cyclin A. \[[@r127]\]. A second major piRNA involved Piwi-piRNA pathway in tumorigenesis is piR-55490. Normally this piRNA is downregulated in lung cancer, but in a study where its expression levels were restored, there was inhibition of tumor growth through the suppression of Akt/mTOR pathway activation. These findings prove that piRNA can directly target an oncogene mRNA, thereby, extending the understanding of piRNA function \[[@r128]\]. This research shows that PIWI proteins and their associated RNAs represent a novel area of study for understanding cancer biology and for adding new tools in cancer diagnostics, prognostics and therapy.

4. Long non-coding rna {#sec4}
======================

LncRNAs are the longest of the RNA molecules and play a predominant role in gene regulation. Although their mode of action remains largely unclear, aberrant expression of the genes for these RNAs has been found to lead to disease. The functions that can be attributed to lncRNAs are diverse, and include: transcription regulation, epigenetic regulation, chromatin remodeling, and post-transcriptional processing \[[@r27]\]. A number of lncRNAs have been identified whose dysregulation are involved in the development and progression of lung cancer and that can be seen in Table **[3](#T3){ref-type="table"}**.

Metastasis-Associated Lung Adenocarcinoma Transcript 1 (*MALAT1*), also called noncoding Nuclear-Enriched Abundant transcript 2 (*NEAT2*), is a conserved lncRNA that is upregulated in many types of human cancers. Located in chromosome 11 at region q13, *MALAT1* is involved in invasion and migration in NSCLC \[[@r30]\]. It has been associated with brain metastasis in NSCLC by inducing Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition (EMT) \[[@r129]\]. MALAT1 has also demonstrated to be a great candidate for a blood-based biomarker used in the early detection of lung cancer. Firstly, Yao *et al.* found a four serum biomarker signature containing MALAT1 and three other proteins that showed a high accuracy for early stage detection for NSCLC \[[@r130]\]. Secondly, Weber and colleges reported that this long noncoding RNA is an effective biomarker in the early diagnosis of NSCLC that is also non-invasive \[[@r131]\]. Furthermore, *MALAT1* also represents a promising therapeutic target because treatment with antisense oligonucleotides in murine xenograft models proved effective at inhibiting lung cancer metastasis \[[@r113]\]. Another lncRNA which is oncogenic and upregulated in lung cancer is HOX transcript antisense intergenic RNA (HOTAIR). This lncRNA functions as a gene expression repressor through the recruitment of chromatin modifiers and has proven to be a good biomarker correlating to poor prognosis and metastasis \[[@r132], [@r133]\]. In SCLC, it was linked with relapse and lymphatic invasion \[[@r134]\]. Whereas in NSCLC, it is correlated to lymph node metastasis and poor overall survival \[[@r135]\]. The best explanation to the way in which HOTAIR functions in NSCLC is by altering matrix metalloproteinases and HOXA5 expression; however, it does not deregulate EMT-induced marker expression \[[@r132]\].

A study on the role of lncRNAs in NSCLC development indicated that increased levels of lncRNA MVIH correlated to TMN stages, tumor size and lymph node metastasis. Moreover, MVIH overexpression in NSCLC patients had relatively poor prognosis and if we take all this information together, it could be a good prognostic marker for NSCLC. Ectopic overexpression of MVIH was found to promote cell proliferation and invasion by regulating MMP2 and MMP9 protein expression \[[@r136]\]. Another frequently upregulated lncRNA that arguably facilitates the development of NSCLC is CARLo-5. Principally, knockdown of this lncRNA led to lower the expression of EMT-related transcription factors in lung cancer cell lines \[[@r137]\]. With regard to the both development and progression of NSCLC, H19 was identified through its upregulated expression. Cui *et al.* researched the c-MYC regulation of the lncRNA H19 expression in this type of lung cancer. They found that H19 levels were higher in cells transfected with pcDNA3.1-c-Myc than in those transfected with empty vector plasmid pcDNA3.1. In addition, cells transfected with c-Myc siRNA had lower levels of H19. Luciferase reporter assays allowed Cui and colleges to conclude that c-Myc regulated the expression of lncRNA H19 by targeting its promoter. It was proposed that the regulatory function of lncRNA H19 in lung cancer was achieved by the down regulation of miR-107, which is involved in cell cycle regulation \[[@r138]\].

SOX2 overlapping transcript (SOXot) is a cancer-associated lncRNA that encodes a number of different transcripts spliced alternatively. Its roles have yet to be completely revealed in lung cancer but studies suggest that it is involved in cell, proliferation making it a useful prognosis indicator. Hou *et al.* investigated the expression levels of Sox2ot in 83 human lung cancer tissues and showed that in these samples, the level of Sox2ot was significantly increased *versus* non-tumor samples \[[@r139]\]. Additionally, the research also suggested that this lncRNA could serve as a useful marker for distinguishing between SQC and ADC because the levels of expression were higher in SQC. Furthermore, high levels of Sox2ot are predictive to be associated with a low overall survival \[[@r139]\]. In addition, an investigation of the preferential expression of different Sox2ot by qRT-PCR in twenty NSCLC patients revealed that two variants, Sox2ot4 and Sox2ot7, may have an oncogenic role in this type of cancer \[[@r140]\].

The notion of lncRNAs oncogenic activity is further supported by recent discovery of the long intergenic noncoding RNA 00673; it was found to be responsible for promotion tumor proliferation in NSCLC. *In vitro* and *in vivo* investigations on the cancer related effects of linc00673 revealed that knockdown of this RNA resulted in inhibition of cell proliferation. Moreover, overexpression of linc00673 also correlated to increased tumor cell growth. Further research on its mode of action demonstrated that it represses NCALD (neurocalcin delta) *via* LSD1 interaction, an epigenetic repressor. Taking these findings together, promotes linc00673 as a possible therapeutic target in NSCLC \[[@r141]\].

Significant overexpression in tumor tissues *versus* adjacent healthy tissue exposed an lncRNA specific to adenocarcinoma called CCAT2. Moreover, Qiu *et al.* also established the value of CCAT2 as a prognostic biomarker for NSCLC invasion and lymph node metastasis \[[@r142]\]. Conversely, a recent study done by Chen *et al.* found that it also serves as an independent unfavorable factor in the prognosis of SCLC patients \[[@r143]\]. With regard to regulatory functions in ADC, it was recently recognized that RGMB-AS1 has a potential use in targeted therapy. Results obtained by Li *et al.* suggest that this lncRNA facilitates the progression of adenocarcinoma by controlling cell proliferation, migration and invasion. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that RGMB-AS1 is upregulated in this pathology. Silencing of this lncRNA in both *in vivo* and *in vitro* studies led to a decrease of migration and invasion but there was also an evidence of G1/G0 phase cell cycle arrest. The proposed mechanism that could be responsible for these findings is the modulation of expression of RGMB; RGMB is also known as DRAGON and is a part of the RGM family \[[@r144]\]. Lastly, a recent study investigating the characteristic genetic polymorphisms of CCAT2, as well as the aforementioned MALAT1 and HOTAIR revealed that these lncRNAs were significantly associated with lung cancer susceptibility and platinum-based chemotherapy response; thereby, concluding that these lncRNAs could function as clinical biomarkers \[[@r145]\].

*In vivo* and *In vitro* studies investigating the activity of the lncRNA TATDN1 in murine models and cell lines demonstrated its influence over cell growth. These studies also propose that this overexpression of TATDN1 could also be correlated to lung cancer metastasis. The research suggests the potential pathways are the Wnt/β-catenin signal pathways and PI3K/AKT/MTOR pathway \[[@r146]\].

Low expression of some of the lncRNAs is important in the progression of this disease. For example, lncRNA PANDAR interacts with p53, NF-YA and BCL-2 responsible for disease progression in lung cancer. Its role as an intermediary could provide a target for developing therapies. Moreover, lncRNA PANDAR has been demonstrated to be a prognostic biomarker; its downregulation correlates to a poor prognosis of NSCLC \[[@r147]\]. Due to the fact that HMlincRNA717 is normally down-regulated in gastric cancer \[[@r148]\], this lncRNA was studied for its role in NSCLC. Coincidentally, the expression levels of HMlincRNA717 were also significantly decreased in NSCLC, when a comparison of tumor tissue *versus* adjacent healthy tissue was performed. Moreover, the expression levels of this lncRNAs can be associated with histological grade lymph node metastasis. The strong association between the poor overall survival for patients suffering from NSCLC and the decreased HMlincRNA717 expression means it could serve as a good prognostic biomarker \[[@r149]\]. In addition, the lower overall survival rates and lymph node metastasis in NSCLC have also been associated with the upregulation of *PVT1* \[[@r142]\]. While the underlying mechanism is not clear there could be an overlap of activity between HMlincRNA717 and *PVT1*.

In conclusion, the present knowledge of long non-coding RNAs suggests that they are involved in the progression of cancer, starting at proliferation and ending with metastasis; an illustration of this can be seen in [Fig. (**[4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**)](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. This is particularly important for determining metastatic potential and survival rates which govern the prognosis of lung cancer patients.

5. Small Nucleolar rna {#sec5}
======================

Small nucleolar RNA activity has been correlated to the chemical modification of other RNAs. There are two main subdivisions for these snoRNA: firstly, the C/D box snoRNAs involved in methylation; and secondly, the H/ACA box snoRNAs associated with pseudouridylation.

Characterization of snoRNA expression in lung cancer by Next-Generation Deep Sequencing has generated certain characteristics that can facilitate the development of biomarkers for detection and prognostics in NSCLC. Using this Next-Generation Deep Sequencing technique, Gao *et al.* identified 458 snoRNAs. However, only snoRA47, snoRA68, snoRA78, snoRA21, snoRD28 and snoRD66 show the greatest potential for prognosis of NSCLC overall survival \[[@r150]\]. Another study identified snoRD33, snoRD66 and snoRD76 in plasma samples that could distinguish between NSCLC, healthy and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease samples. Higher expressions of these three snoRNAs produced 81.1% sensitivity and 95.8% specificity towards NSCLC when distinguishing between the samples \[[@r151]\].

One snoRNA was upregulated in lung cancer, snoRD78, was found to have oncogenic activity because it promoted cell invasion by the process of epithelial-mesenchymal transition. Therefore, high expression of this snoRNA could indicate poor prognosis in NSCLC patients and represent a potential therapeutic target \[[@r152]\]. Another similar example of a snoRNA with high expression levels in lung cancer is snoRD42. It was found to promote cell growth and proliferation. Coincidently, it can be found on region q22 on chromosome 1 which is frequently amplified in lung cancer. snoRD42 also represents a potential biomarker for prognosis and target for therapy because of it being associated with poor survival \[[@r153]\].

As previously mentioned, sputum biomarkers are very valuable tools in the clinical setting because they are noninvasive. Sputum snoRNA biomarkers were found to be useful in the diagnosis of NSCLC. snoRD66 and snoRD78 were identified as diagnostic biomarkers after qRT-PCR analysis produced a diagnostic specificity of 83.61% and sensitivity of 74.58%, from a sample set of 59 lung cancer patients and 61 cancer-free smokers \[[@r154]\].

6. Circular rna {#sec6}
===============

Circular RNAs can simply be defined as RNAs with covalently closed continuous loops, whose unique structure makes them insensitive to ribonucleases. This promotes stability, long half-life period and resistance to enzymatic degradation which is clinically important because they can be found in tissues, serum, saliva and urine. Unlike linear RNAs and proteins, circRNAs are easier to extract and detect with a higher specificity. Changes to expression of circRNA have been detected using RNA sequences techniques for esophageal cancer, glioma, hepatocellular carcinoma and colorectal cancer. Moreover, expression levels of circRNAs were found to vary according to size, metastasis and TNM stage. In addition, testing circRNAs by rt-PCR and *in situ* hybridization was more specific and sensitive compared to detecting proteins *via* antigen-antibody reaction \[[@r155]-[@r162]\].

They have major functional roles: firstly, act as miRNAs sponges \[[@r163]\]; secondly, encode/translating peptides \[[@r164]\]; lastly, regulate RNA binding protein by modulating the expression of protein-encoding genes \[[@r165]\]. Of these, the main mechanism of circRNAs in tumor cells is its role as an miRNAs sponge. The several miRNAs binding domains give circRNA the "sponge" ability to regulate miRNAs as well as their downstream gene expressions through the ceRNA mechanism; critical to tumor progression \[[@r166]\].

ciRS-7 is the first and most reported circRNAs found to regulate miRNAs expression in tumor cells. It was found to be spliced from antisense transcript of *CDR1* gene and contain more than 70 miRNAs binding sites, including for miR-7 and miR-671. CiRS-7 can downregulate miR-7 expression by binding as an miRNAs sponge. While the combination of ciRS-7 and miR-671 binding mediates the release of the absorbed miR-7 by the Ago2-mediated cleavage of ciRS-7. This suggests that ciRS-7 has a critical role for miR-671 diminishing the miR-7 expression. Not only does this explain increased levels of miR-7 in tumor cells but it proposes ciRS-7 promotion of vascularization, metastasis and reproduction of tumor cells by the increase in downstream target oncogenes EGFR and XIAP \[[@r167]-[@r171]\].

CircHIPK3 is an example of circRNA that was found to be expressed higher in prostate tumor samples than the normal ones. It is produced by the *HIPK3* gene's second exon, which was shown to affect the proliferation rate of tumor cells. Further investigations lead to the discovery that it binds to eighteen binding domains of nine miRNAs. More specifically, it influences proliferation of tumor cells by acting like an miRNAs sponge for miR-124 thereby inhibiting it \[[@r172]\].

Genomes of tumor cells are known to be unstable. Gene fusions in the case of circRNAs can lead to incorrectly spliced mRNAs. The *PML/RARa* and *MLL* genes for hematological malignancies exemplify this best. These gene fusions create f-circM9 and f-circPR which are associated to decreased apoptosis and drug sensitivity \[[@r166], [@r173]\]. However, the circRNAs created from gene fusion could be a potential target for drug treatments. The first example is for leukemia where fusion-circRNA was found to be chemoresistant; knocking out f-circM9 expression leads to apoptosis of the leukemia cells as well as decrease its drug resistance to Ara-C \[[@r173]\].

7. research focused on therapeutic applications {#sec7}
===============================================

Non-coding RNAs could distinguish themselves as important players in cancer therapy \[[@r123]\]. Treatment of lung cancer is complex and dependent on the type of lung cancer. Standard treatments used include chemotherapy, radiotherapy or targeted therapy. Several miRNAs were found to be associated with resistance towards these standard therapies in lung cancer, as described in Table **[4](#T4){ref-type="table"}**.

Resistance occurs when certain genetic or epigenetic changes make the treatment ineffective against the tumor cells \[[@r174], [@r175]\]. MiR-221 and miR-222 were first discovered to be involved in the development of some epithelial cancers \[[@r176]\]. Subsequently, these two miRNAs were found to be upregulated in NSCLC and further investigation revealed that they regulate the tumor suppressors PTEN and TIMP3 \[[@r177]\]. PTEN regulates the major cell survival pathway PI3K/AKT and plays a key role in the development of multiple drug resistance. TIMP3 induces activation of both apoptosis initiators caspase-8 and caspase-9. MiR-221 and miR-222 directly inhibit the expression of PTEN and TIMP3, thereby, facilitating the tumor cell migration, invasion and growth. However, the fascinating consequence of miR-221 and miR-222 overexpression is the induction of resistance to tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL), thereby, rendering any treatment targeting the induction of apoptosis unsuccessful. TRAIL acts as a cytokine and is produced by almost all normal cells. The pro apoptotic gene *TRAIL* in tumor cells has been targeted in therapy by several drugs in order to initiate the apoptosis. The main conclusion being that either miR-221 /222 overexpression or the PTEN/TIMP3 downregulation, facilitates resistance to TRAIL-inducing apoptosis in NSCLC cells. Moreover, the finding that the MET oncogene regulates the miR-221 and mir-222 levels through the potent transcription factor c-Jun and JNK activation further supported this notion \[[@r177]\]. Resistance to TRAIL was also demonstrated in another upregulated miRNA that facilitates tumorigenesis by regulating apoptosis and cell proliferation. Overexpression of miR-494 by downregulation of *BIM*, (BCL2-like protein 11) an apoptosis regulator, increased the resistance to TRAIL-induced apoptosis in the lung cancer cell line H460 \[[@r178]\]. In addition, it was demonstrated that the transcription factors c-Jun and c-Fos, both directly bind to the miR-494 promoter. One commonality exposed in both of these TRAIL resistance studies was that the miRNAs mentioned exhibit the transcriptional activation by the activator protein 1 family, which include c-Jun and c-Fos. Despite being a quite promising biological agent for cancer treatment, the clinical application of TRAIL does pose problems because TRAIL has potent pro-apoptotic effect in all cells meaning that it can cause toxicity in healthy tissue. This means that for this type targeted therapy, TRAIL expression needs to be induced specifically in lung cancer cells. To address this issue, Wu and his colleagues generated a lung cancer specific TRAIL-expressing adenoviral vector that was regulated by miRNAs response elements. MiR-133a, miR-137 and miR-449a have consistently been reported to be downregulated in lung cancer \[[@r179]-[@r182]\] and, thus, their respective miRNAs response elements were inserted into the adenoviral vector to regulate the TRAIL expression. No TRAIL expression was detected in the normal cell lines, while this MRE-regulated vector was able to exert cytotoxicity in lung cancer cells. A tumor xenograft model was then used to further verify the selective TRAIL-mediated growth inhibiting effect \[[@r182]\].

Resistance does appear to be inherently related to miRNAs regulation, especially with regard to chemotherapy. In a study on the lung cancer cell lines A549 and H1975, two miRNAs were identified for carboplatin sensitivity and chemoresistance. The carboplatin sensitivity and chemoresistance were found to be associated with the overexpression of MiR-205 and the concurrent downregulation of the tumor suppressor miR-218. In particular, the overexpression of miR-205 resulted in the enhanced resistance to carboplatin in ADC cells by inhibiting apoptosis and increasing cell survival; while the ectopic miR-218 overexpression resulted in decreased cell proliferation, invasion and migration. In addition, there was increased inhibition efficiency of cancer cell migration and invasion when combining miR-218 and carboplatin. However, miR-205 can negate these suppressive effects of miR-218 by altering the expression of pro-apoptotic proteins PARP, Caspase 3 and Bax as well as upregulating the anti-apoptotic markers Survivin and Mcl-1 \[[@r183]\]. Another chemotherapy agent frequently used for the treatment of lung cancer is cisplatin. MiR-432 was initially studied for its role in cell proliferation and was later demonstrated to regulate sensitivity to cisplatin. It can function as a tumor suppressor because it targets *E2F3* and *AXL*. MiR-432 is downregulated in ADC, thereby, representing a potential therapeutic target for upregulation leading to an increase in cisplatin sensitivity \[[@r184]\]. Lastly, resistance to EGFR-TK inhibitors is a critical issue concerning the treatment of *EGFR* mutant-positive NSCLC. MiR-223 downregulation was proposed to have a role in this resistance through regulation of the IGF1R/PI3K/Akt signaling pathway, thus, restoring its levels could restore chemotherapeutic sensitivity \[[@r185]\].

The most promising approaches to therapy is to use tumor suppressive miRNAs for cancer treatment. Reintroducing tumor suppressive miRNAs as inhibitors can lead to the normalizing cellular pathways (like apoptosis), stimulating a desirable therapeutic response. Mir-34a is one such tumor suppressor microRNA that is downregulated in lung cancer \[[@r186]\], Its expression in NSCLC cell lines H1299, A549, SPCA-1 and HCC827 was significantly lower than the non-tumorigenic bronchial epithelium cell line BEAS-2B. It targets *TGFβR2* for downregulation which inhibits proliferation and promotes apoptosis \[[@r187]\]. The encoded transmembrane protein transforms growth factor beta receptor 2, which is responsible for phosphorylating proteins entering the nucleus that regulates the transcription of genes involved in cell proliferation. Interestingly, miR-34a also has demonstrated to have a role in oncogenic development in association with OCT4, a protein involved in self-renewal of undifferentiated stem cells. One study investigated the factors that promote or inhibit induced pluripotent stem cells in radiation-transformed human epithelial cells derived from different tissues. The major conclusion was that this functional positive feedback loop involves miR-34a and OCT4, which notably contribute to cell transformation. In essence, the inhibition of miR-34a upregulates OCT4; this promotes p63 while suppresses p53 which in turn further increases OCT4 upregulation by downregulating miR-34a \[[@r188]\]. Considering all this, Wiggins *et al.* decided to investigate the anti-oncogenic activity and therapeutic potential of miR-34a by developing a lipid-based delivery vehicle for chemically synthesized miR-34a. They demonstrated intravenous delivery causing accumulation of miR-34a in the tumor tissue leading to the downregulation of miR-34a targets, thereby, blocking tumor growth in the NSCLC mouse models \[[@r186]\]. This was done without inducing an immune response or elevating blood chemistries, determined by monitoring serum levels. The initially promising results lead to phase I clinical study in patients with advanced solid tumors. Unfortunately, the clinical trials had to be stopped due to severe immune-related adverse responses in five patients.

AntagomiRs or antimiRs (AMO) were designed for targeted therapeutic strategy using antisense oligonucleotides to silence oncogenic miRNAs. This was demonstrated by Li and colleagues on A594 lung cancer cell lines and mouse models where tumor proliferation was suppressed after delivery of anti-miR-150 causing increased p53 expression \[[@r189]\]. Mir-150 has been found to be significantly upregulated in ADC cell lines A549 and H1975 and, more importantly, has been shown to have an inverse correlation with SRCIN1 protein levels \[[@r190]\]. SRC kinase signaling inhibitor 1 (*SRCIN1* or p140CAP) is a newly identified tumor suppressor gene that is involved in the inactivation of the Src pathway. Src regulates multiple signaling pathways associated with tumor development and progression like cell proliferation, migration or invasion \[[@r190]\]. By inactivating Src, SRCIN1 then becomes the major regulator of multiple downstream pathways required for tumorigenesis which includes: Focal Adhesion Kinase (FAK), Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) and Ras/extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) \[[@r139]\]. Coincidentally, SRCIN1 also has a similar inverse relationship with miR-873, another upregulated miRNAs found in ADC cell lines. Cell proliferation and migration are either promoted by overexpression of miR-873 or inhibited by upregulation of SRCIN1 \[[@r191]\]. In conclusion, either of these miRNAs, miR-150 or miR-873, could be silenced using antagomiRs to upregulate SRCIN1, thereby, inactivating Src pathway and promoting its tumor suppressive effects. Furthermore, it would be interesting to comparatively quantify the SRCIN1 upregulation and its downstream effects between the two miRNAs. Another potential candidate for targeted antagomiR-silencing therapy is miR-124, which is downregulated in ADC tissue compared to corresponding normal tissue. It was found to target *SOX9* and its upregulation inhibited the processes of proliferation, migration and invasion in an experiment conducted on the lung cancer A549 cell line \[[@r192]\]. Lastly, some targeted therapies have silenced miRNAs involved in drug resistance to increase the sensitivity to standard therapies. One such therapy used anti-miR-196a to enhance sensitivity to cisplatin in cell lines and murine models of NSCLC \[[@r193]\]. Additionally, this anti-miR-196a targeted therapy would also inhibit proliferative and invasive effects caused by this miRNAs \[[@r194]\].

A different therapeutic approach could be using the knockdown of miRNAs that are involved in cancer pathways to increase the cancer cell's sensitivity to chemotherapy or radiotherapy. MiR-96 is upregulated in lung cancer and it has been associated with mechanisms of apoptosis inhibition and invasion \[[@r195]\]. Furthermore, it has been linked to cisplatin chemoresistance in NSCLC by targeting the tumor suppressor SAMD9. Sterile α motif domain-containing 9 (SAMD9) is believed to be an inhibitor of tumor progression. Firstly, its deletion is commonly observed in the cells of patients with myeloid leukemia and myeloidysplastic syndrome. Secondly, its overexpression causes apoptosis and reduced proliferation of malignant cells. Lastly, downregulation of SAMD9 is associated with increased proliferation and tumor growth \[[@r196]\]. Thus, it was found that by knocking down miR-96 in NSCLC cell lines with antagomir-96, there was an increase in cisplatin induced apoptosis and SAMD9 expression \[[@r197]\]. In a similar manner, MiR-95 functions as an oncogene and miRNAs profiling of tissue samples from NSCLC patients following radiotherapy revealed its overexpression \[[@r198], [@r199]\]. Thus, when Ma *et al.* (2016) knocked down this miRNA, there was increased radiosensitivity and cell apoptosis leading to reduced tumor growth.

Current findings on the underlying mechanisms and, more specifically, the downstream effectors of miRNAs, have exposed the therapeutic potential of downregulated tumor suppressor miRNAs in NSCLC. A recent example was demonstrated in NSCLC cell lines by targeting miR-204 for overexpression and, through its transcription factor ATF2, researchers were able to suppress cell proliferation, induce apoptosis, cause G1-cell cycle arrest and inhibit cell migration \[[@r200]\]. Some more examples of downregulated tumor suppressor miRNAs in NSCLC found to exert antitumor effects are: miR-187-3p downregulation of the oncogene BCL6 \[[@r201]\], miR-326 downregulation of the oncogene CCND1 \[[@r202]\], miR-377 downregulation of the oncogene AEG-1 \[[@r203]\] and lastly, miR-455 upregulation of ZEB1 \[[@r204]\]. Finally, more investigation needs to be done on miR-329, a tumor suppressor in only some cancers. It was shown to have inhibitory role in proliferation, migration and invasion in NSCLC as well as an apoptosis promoting function through the downregulation of MET \[[@r205]\]. In conclusion, targeting downregulated tumor suppressor miRNAs in NSCLC patients could prove to be a successful treatment.

With regard to therapeutic applications of miRNAs, another thriving domain is the investigation of their mechanism of action in metastasis. Three such examples of downregulated miRNAs in NSCLC are: miR-26b suppression of metastasis by targeting MIEN1 through NF-κB/MMP-9/VEGF pathways \[[@r206]\], miR-200c inhibition of metastasis by targeting the epithelial mesenchymal transition regulator ZEB2 \[[@r207]\] and miR-152 which targets neuropilin-1, a mediator of cell invasiveness. Interestingly, miR-152 has an inverse relationship to its target in NSCLC cells, overexpression of miR-152 inhibited neuropilin-1 mediated cell invasiveness, while down-regulated expression of miR-152 increased neuropilin-1 mediated cell invasiveness \[[@r208]\].

One last suggestion for investigation of a promising therapeutic target is miR-10b. Initially, miR-10b was described as a regulator of metastasis in human esophageal cancer cell lines KYSE140 and KYSE450 by directly targeting *KLF4*. *KLF4* is a known tumor suppressor gene that directly suppresses cell migration and invasion in esophageal cancer. miR-10b overexpression was proven to be correlated to human esophageal cancer samples; however, this overexpression was not significantly correlated to clinical metastasis statues \[[@r209]\]. This overexpression of miR-10b causing direct suppression of *KLF4* and increased metastatic potential was also found to be the case in gastric carcinoma \[[@r210]\] as well as bladder cancer \[[@r211]\]. In a study on bladder cancer, the mechanism of action was expanded to include E-cadherin as a downstream factor of *KLF4* \[[@r211]\]. Coincidently, all these findings are supported by the research conducted on NSCLC \[[@r212], [@r213]\]. Initially, Liu *et al.* performed qRT-PCR on A549 cells transfected with miR-10b leading to increased metastatic capabilities like proliferation, migration and invasion. Subsequently, Western blotting revealed *KLF4* as a target of miR-10b but only being indirect \[[@r212]\]. The following year, Zhang *et al.* using the same techniques found that E-cadherin mRNA and its protein were overexpressed in miR-10b-suppressed NSCLC cell line A549 when compared to the control. Furthermore, the authors conclude that miR-10b overexpression is an independent prognostic factor for NSCLC patients \[[@r213]\]. In conclusion, miR-10b/KLF4/E-cadherin pathway does seem to remain consistent in various cancers and further illumination could prove to be very useful toward therapy.

Conclusion
==========

Lung cancer is a complex disease that is often detected only in the late stages. Non-coding RNAs play various roles in the development and progression of lung cancer pathology, thereby, making their clinical implications quite valuable. The non-coding RNAs evaluated in this article, miRNAs, Piwi-interacting RNAs, small nucleolar RNAs and lncRNAs are involved in a number of pathologies including all lung cancer subtypes. The major function of ncRNAs concerns gene regulation. They have received much attention due to their utilization in diagnosis, their use as minimally invasive biomarkers isolated from bodily fluid or for their expression that could be inhibited or restored for patient therapy. Many studies relying on high-throughput techniques have identified a great number of ncRNAs that are expressed differently in normal and cancer samples as well as between the different types of cancer. Because ncRNAs are involved in molecular pathways that are oncogenic or tumor suppressive, they have been demonstrated to have great potential to be used as novel targeted therapeutic strategies. To this end, studies have shown that miRNAs could potentially be used to restore sensitivity to chemotherapeutics such as TRAIL by using a lung cancer specific TRAIL-expressing vector regulated by three miRNAs response elements \[[@r182]\].

Reintroducing tumor suppressive miRNAs into the cells leads to the reactivation of pathways that lead to a desired therapeutic response. One such study used a lipid based delivery system and mouse models of NSCLC for miR-34a \[[@r186]\], while other strategies involved the use of antisense oligonucleotides that silence oncogenic miRNAs. Many miRNAs have been identified as having an oncogenic role in lung cancer, distinguishing them as promising therapeutic targets. Piwi-interacting RNAs are a class of non-coding RNAs whose functions have not yet been fully explained or understood but whose aberrant expression has been associated with cancer progression. Research has revealed that piRNAs are up or downregulated in lung cancer and could be used in a similar manner to miRNAs for diagnosis or therapy. Small nucleolar RNAs are also emerging as valuable tools for the diagnosis, prognosis and therapy of lung cancer because they can be measured from sputum samples, distinguishing them as noninvasive biomarkers. LncRNAs have received much attention due to their involvement in the development and progression of lung cancer. Specifically, deregulated lncRNAs such as MALAT1, CARLo-5 or linc0067 could be considered desirable therapeutic targets because knockdown of these RNAs in lung cancer cell lines and murine models attained promising results \[[@r113], [@r137], [@r141]\]. Finally, circular RNAs have already proven to be great biomarkers due to their unique structure preventing degradation; however, in theory their function as miRNAs sponges could prove to be very successful for drug delivery.

Thus, revealing the molecular mechanisms of action has brought value to non-coding RNAs because of the potential for designing therapies. Above all, the development of novel non-coding RNA biomarkers for the detection and progression of lung cancer has promising implications for the personalized treatment of lung cancer.
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![**The impact of ncRNAs on lung cancer patient management.** Part (**A**) refers to the identification of specific ncRNAs and their expression levels, which are altered in lung cancer cells. Next in part (**B**) these molecules are isolated from patient samples of tissue, sputum, plasma, serum or PBMCs. Lastly, part (**C**) represents the methods used to generate molecular profiles (qRT-PCR, high-throughput sequencing and microarray) for each ncRNA. These profiles are utilized for the development of clinical biomarkers for diagnosis and prognosis (**D**). The combination of molecular profiles with diagnostic/prognostic biomarkers provides the basis for developing novel therapies (**E**) in patient-specific lung cancer.](CG-19-258_F1){#F1}

![MiRNAs biogenesis: the RNA Polymerase transcribes the miRNAs gene and then Drosha and DGCR8 cleave the resulting primary transcript into the pre-miRNAs (**A**). Exportin 5 (**B**) carries out export to cytoplasm, where the RNase III endonuclease Dicer processes it. This forms duplex strands; the first strand is called the passenger strand and other is called the guide strand (**C**). The guide strand becomes incorporated into a complex called the miRNA-induced silencing complex, or RISC. The most important protein in this complex is Argonaute 2 (Ago-2) because it cleaves the miRNAs. The aforementioned Dicer is also a component of the RISC complex. RISC complex is involved in gene silencing through the processes of mRNA degradation or translational repression (**D-E**).](CG-19-258_F2){#F2}

![**MiRNAs associated to their corresponding lung cancer hallmarks.** These hallmarks are cellular mechanisms acquired during tumor transformation and include proliferation, apoptosis, angiogenesis, invasion and metastasis.](CG-19-258_F3){#F3}

![Respective lncRNAs involved in proliferation, invasion and metastasis in lung cancer, color-coded such that red represents upregulation and green represents downregulation. (*For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.*)](CG-19-258_F4){#F4}

###### 

List of lung cancer miRNAs used as diagnostic and prognostic biomarkers based on their expression, chromosome location, function and their target genes controlling cancer mechanisms.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **MiRNA**           **Expression**        **Chromosome Location**   **Function**       **Cancer Associated Mechanism**          **Target Genes**                                                                                                 **Biomarker Role**          **References**
  ------------------- --------------------- ------------------------- ------------------ ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------
  miR-17-92 cluster   increased             13q31.3                   Oncogene           proliferation                            *PTEN* and *RB2*                                                                                                 diagnostic                  \[[@r64]-[@r66]\]

  miR-21              increased             17q23.1                   Oncogene           proliferation                            *hMSH2*                                                                                                          diagnostic and prognostic   \[[@r108], [@r111], [@r117], [@r118]-[@r120]\]

  miR-25              increased (tissue)\   7q22.1                    Oncogene/\         proliferation                            *CDC42*/ (predicted) MAPK pathway genes                                                                          diagnostic                  \[[@r67], [@r69], [@r96], [@r110]\]
                      decreased\                                      tumor suppressor                                                                                                                                                                                         
                      (serum)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

  miR-31              increased             9p21.3                    Oncogene           proliferation                            *BAP1*                                                                                                           diagnostic and prognostic   \[[@r77]-[@r79]\]

  miR-155             increased             21q21.3                   Oncogene           proliferation                            *FoxO1*                                                                                                          diagnostic                  \[[@r72]-[@r74], [@r76], [@r120]\]

  miR-182             increased             7q32.2                    Oncogene           proliferation                            *PDCD4*                                                                                                          diagnostic                  \[[@r72]-[@r74], [@r80], [@r114]\]

  miR-197             increased             1p13.3                    Oncogene           apoptosis                                *FUS1*                                                                                                           diagnostic                  \[[@r72], [@r75]\]

  miR-210             increased             11p15.5                   Oncogene           angiogenesis                             *SDHD*                                                                                                           diagnostic and prognostic   \[[@r98], [@r114], [@r117], [@r118], [@r120]\]

  miR-223             increased             Xq12                      Oncogene           acquired resistance                      *IGF1R/PI3K/Akt*                                                                                                 diagnostic                  \[[@r96], [@r185]\]

  miR-328             increased             16q22.1                   Oncogene           metastasis                               *PRKCA*                                                                                                          diagnostic and prognostic   \[[@r99]\]

  miR-378             increased             5q32                      Oncogene           metastasis, angiogenesis, tumor growth   *SuFu* and *Fus-1*                                                                                               diagnostic and prognostic   \[[@r99], [@r100]\]

  Let-7 family        decreased             9 different locations     Tumor suppressor   apoptosis, proliferation, metastasis     *CMYC, KRAS, HMGA2, ITGB3/MAP4K3, TGFBR3, CyclinD2, CDK6, CDC25A, IGF2BP1/IMP-1, IGF2BP2//IMP-2, Lin28, Lin41*   diagnostic                  \[[@r66], [@r72], [@r91]-[@r95], [@r110]\]

  miR-29 family       decreased             chr. 1 and 7              Tumor suppressor   apoptosis                                *DNMT3A* and *DNMT3B*                                                                                            diagnostic                  \[[@r90], [@r106]\]

  miR-125a-5p         decreased             19q13.41                  Tumor suppressor   metastasis                               *IL16* and *CCL21*                                                                                               diagnostic                  \[[@r67], [@r68]\]

  miR-126             decreased             9q34.3                    Tumor suppressor   angiogenesis, invasion, metastasis       *Crk, VEGF*                                                                                                      diagnostic and prognostic   \[[@r67], [@r70], [@r71], [@r80]-[@r87], [@r114]\]

  miR-128             decreased             2q21.3                    Tumor suppressor   angiogenesis                             *VEGF-C*                                                                                                         diagnostic                  \[[@r89]\]

  miR-133b            decreased             6p12.2                    Tumor suppressor   proliferation, metastasis                *EGFR*                                                                                                           diagnostic and prognostic   \[[@r87], [@r88]\]
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

List of miRNAs used for the differential diagnosis of histological subtypes of lung cancer, based on chromosome location and sample type.

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **MiRNA**                           **Chromosome**\   **Sample**    **Role**                                           **References**
                                      **Location**                                                                       
  ----------------------------------- ----------------- ------------- -------------------------------------------------- ---------------------
  miR-944                             3q28              plasma        diagnostic operable SQC marker                     \[[@r101]\]

  miR-3662                            6q23.3            plasma        diagnostic operable ADC marker                     \[[@r101]\]

  miR-29b-3p, and MiR-19b-3p          7q32.3\           PBMCs         diagnostic/ higher sensitivity for SQC than ADC    \[[@r106]\]
                                      13q31                                                                              

  miR-99b,\                           19q13.41\         tissue        diagnostic group for differentiating SQC and ADC   \[[@r107]\]
  miR-205\                            1q32.2\                                                                            
  miR-102\                            7q32.3\                                                                            
  miR-203, miR-202, and pre-miR-204   14q32\                                                                             
                                      10q26.3\                                                                           
                                      9q21.12                                                                            

  miR-205                             1q32.2            FFPE tissue   SQC marker                                         \[[@r107]-[@r109]\]
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

List of lncRNAs associated with lung cancer organized by chromosome location, regulation and the corresponding cancer-associated mechanism.

  **LncRNA Name**   **Chromosome Location**   **Expression**   **Cancer-associated Mechanism**      **References**
  ----------------- ------------------------- ---------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------
  MALAT1            11q13                     increased        invasion/migration/metastasis        \[[@r28]-[@r30], [@r112], [@r113], [@r129]-[@r131], [@r145]\]
  PVT1              8q24                      increased        metastasis                           \[[@r142]\]
  HOTAIR            12q13.13                  increased        invasion/metastasis                  \[[@r132]-[@r135], [@r145]\]
  MVIH              10q22                     increased        invasion                             \[[@r136]\]
  CARLo-5           8q24.21                   increased        metastasis/poor prognosis            \[[@r137]\]
  H19               11p15.5                   increased        proliferation                        \[[@r138]\]
  SOX2ot            3q26.33                   increased        proliferation/poor prognosis         \[[@r139], [@r140]\]
  Linc00673         17q24.3                   increased        proliferation                        \[[@r141]\]
  RGMB-AS1          5q21.1                    increased        proliferation, migration, invasion   \[[@r144]\]
  TATDN1            8q24.13                   increased        metastasis                           \[[@r146]\]
  CCAT2             8q24.21                   increased        metastasis/poor prognosis            \[[@r142], [@r143], [@r145]\]
  PANDAR            6p21.2                    decreased        proliferation, apoptosis             \[[@r147]\]
  HMlincRNA717      18p11.22                  decreased        metastasis                           \[[@r148], [@r149]\]

###### 

List of miRNAs with therapeutic implications associated with lung cancer based on expression level, chromosome location, function, cancer mechanism and the corresponding target gene for therapy.

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **MiRNA**     **Expression**   **Location**   **Function**       **Cancer-Associated Mechanism**                                 **Target**                  **References**
  ------------- ---------------- -------------- ------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------------
  miR-10b       increased        2q31.1         Oncogene           proliferation, metastasis                                       *KLF4*                      \[[@r209]-[@r213]\]

  miR-95        increased        4p16.1         Oncogene           radiosensitivity/ proliferation                                 *SNX1*                      \[[@r198], [@r199]\]

  miR-96        increased        7q32.2         Oncogene           cisplatin resistance/ apoptosis, invasion                       *SAMD9, FOXO3*              \[[@r195]-[@r197]\]

  miR-150       increased        19q13.33       Oncogene           proliferation, apoptosis                                        *P53*                       \[[@r189], [@r190]\]

  miR-196a      increased        17q21.32       Oncogene           cisplatin resistance/ proliferation/ invasion                   *HOXA5*                     \[[@r193], [@r194]\]

  miR-205       increased        1q32.2         Oncogene           proliferation, apoptosis, carboplatin resistance                *PTEN*                      \[[@r107]-[@r109], [@r183]\]

  miR-221/222   increased        Xp11.3         Oncogene           migration, apoptosis, TRAIL resistance                          *PTEN, TIMP3*               \[[@r176], [@r177]\]

  miR-494       increased        14q32.31       Oncogene           apoptosis, TRAIL resistance                                     *Bim*                       \[[@r178]\]

  miR-873       increased        9p21.1         Oncogene           proliferation/ migration                                        *SRCIN1*                    \[[@r191]\]

  miR-26b       decreased        2q35           Tumor Suppressor   metastasis                                                      *MIEN1*                     \[[@r108], [@r206]\]

  miR-34a       decreased        1p36.22        Tumor Suppressor   proliferation, apoptosis                                        *TGFβR2, OCT4*              \[[@r110], [@r186]-[@r188]\]

  miR-124       decreased        8p23.1         Tumor Suppressor   proliferation, migration, invasion                              *SOX9*                      \[[@r172], [@r192]\]

  miR-133a      decreased        18q11.2        Tumor Suppressor   growth, invasion, metastasis, proliferation, TRAIL resistance   *IGF-1R, TGFBR1 and EGFR*   \[[@r182]\]

  miR-137       decreased        1p21.3         Tumor Suppressor   growth, invasion,\                                              *BMP7*                      \[[@r180]\]
                                                                   TRAIL resistance                                                                            

  miR-152       decreased        17q21.32       Tumor Suppressor   metastasis                                                      *NRP1*                      \[[@r208]\]

  miR-187-3p    decreased        18q12.2        Tumor Suppressor   migration, invasion, apoptosis                                  *BCL6*                      \[[@r201]\]

  miR-200c      decreased        12p13.31       Tumor Suppressor   metastasis                                                      *ZEB2*                      \[[@r207]\]

  miR-204       decreased        9q21.12        Tumor Suppressor   proliferation, migration, apoptosis                             *ATF2*                      \[[@r200]\]

  miR-218       decreased        4p15.31        Tumor Suppressor   proliferation, apoptosis/ carboplatin resistance                *PARP, Caspase 3, Bcl-2*    \[[@r183]\]

  miR-223       decreased        Xq12           Tumor Suppressor   chemoresistance, proliferation                                  *IGF1R*                     \[[@r96], [@r185]\]

  miR-326       decreased        11q13.4        Tumor Suppressor   apoptosis                                                       *CCND1*                     \[[@r202]\]

  miR-329       decreased        14q32.31       Tumor Suppressor   proliferation, migration, invasion                              *MET*                       \[[@r205]\]

  miR-377       decreased        14q32.31       Tumor Suppressor   proliferation, migration, invasion                              *AEG-1*                     \[[@r203]\]

  miR-432       decreased        14q32.2        Tumor Suppressor   proliferation, cisplatin sensitivity                            *E2F3 and AXL*              \[[@r184]\]

  miR-449a      decreased        5q11.2         Tumor Suppressor   growth, invasion\                                               *MAP2K1*                    \[[@r181]\]
                                                                   TRAIL resistance                                                                            

  miR-455       decreased        9q32           Tumor Suppressor   proliferation, migration, invasion                              *ZEB1*                      \[[@r204]\]
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[^1]: *First authors shared between Sonea L. and Buse M.*
